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In this work, spin transport in corrugated armchair graphene nanoribbons (AGNRs) is studied. We survey combined effects of spin-orbit interaction and surface roughness, employing the non-equilibrium Green’s function formalism and multi-orbitals tight-binding model. Rough substrate surfaces have been statistically generated and the hopping parameters are modulated based on the bending and distance of corrugated carbon atoms. The effects of surface roughness parameters, such as roughness amplitude and correlation length, on spin transport in AGNRs are studied. The increase of surface roughness amplitude results in the coupling of σ and π bands in neighboring atoms, leading to larger spin flipping rate and therefore reduction of the spin-polarization, whereas a longer correlation length makes AGNR surface smoother and increases spin-polarization. Moreover, spin diffusion length of carriers is extracted and its dependency on the roughness parameters is investigated. In agreement with experimental data, the spin diffusion length for various substrate ranges between 2 and 340 μm. Our results indicate the importance of surface roughness on spin-transport in graphene. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4960354]

I. INTRODUCTION

Spintronics employs spin degree of freedom in logic and memory devices to improve their efficiency. It decreases electrical power consumption and increases both information processing speed and integration density.1 Experimentally, spin transport is investigated in many materials such as metals, semiconductors, and carbon based materials. Carbon-based materials however attract tremendous attention due to their low intrinsic spin-orbit and hyperfine coupling.2

Graphene—a two-dimensional monolayer of graphite—was realized for the first time in 2004.3 Owing to its physical extraordinary properties, graphene has attracted growing interest in research from fundamental physics to electronics, spintronics, and thermoelectrics. Importantly, it is an attractive material for electronics and spintronics due to its specific physical properties such as high electron mobility and gate-tunable carrier concentration.4 Furthermore, achievement of room-temperature spin transport with relatively long spin relaxation time5–7 makes graphene nanoribbons the best candidate for spintronics.5 Recent experimental studies have already identified the advantages of graphene for spintronics in comparison with metals and semiconductors.4

It is supposed that graphene has a relatively small spin-orbit interaction due to low atomic number of carbon Z = 6.2 Various theoretical values are estimated for the gap opening by spin-orbit interaction at the K-point: 1 μeV,9,10 24 μeV,11 50 μeV,12 and 200 μeV.13 Based on the theoretical perditions, the weak spin-orbit interaction in graphene results in spin relaxation times in the order of microseconds.8,14 However, much shorter relaxation times in the range of pico- to few nanoseconds have been experimentally reported.5,7,15,16 The discrepancy between theory and experiment is not yet well understood and the origin of spin relaxation in graphene is under debate.5 Various sources of spin-relaxation are discussed in Refs. 17 and 18. It has been suggested that extrinsic effects,19 such as substrate and adatoms,14,20,21 ripples,22 and charged impurities,23,24 are the causes of the spin-relaxation time degradation in graphene.

Substrate surface roughness can affect spin transport in graphene.25–27 In an ideal graphene, sheet spin-orbit interaction between nearest neighbors vanishes,5 whereas next nearest neighbors have negligible effects on spin flipping.13 Substrate surface roughness enhances mixing between σ and π orbitals by hopping between neighboring atoms,2 and therefore increases spin-orbit interaction. In this context, spin transport has been studied for a curved graphene nanoribbon,28 and also in the presence of random spin-orbit coupling (SOC).29,30 However, a careful and comprehensive analysis of spin-transport with realistic surface is missing. In this work, spin transport in corrugated graphene nanoribbon is studied, employing an atomistic approach based on the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism.51

II. APPROACH

The Hamiltonian can be described as

\[ H = H_{TB} + H_{SO}, \]

where \( H_{TB} \) is the nearest-neighbor tight-binding Hamiltonian excluding spin-orbit coupling.

\[ ^a\text{pourfath@ut.ac.ir and pourfath@iue.tuwien.ac.at} \]
where \( i \) and \( j \) are indices of atoms and \( \langle i,j \rangle \) runs over first-nearest neighbors, \( l \) and \( m \) are the orbital indices, which are \( p_{x,y,z} \) and \( s \) orbitals, \( \epsilon \) represents the on-site potential, and \( \lambda \) is the hopping parameter. The selected values of discussed parameters can be found in Table I. In Eq. (1), \( H_{SO} \) is the spin-orbit coupling term. The spin orbit Hamiltonian can be modeled as inter-atomic or intra-atomic. Inter-atomic model (based on an effective interaction) can be obtained from a multi-orbital intra-atomic model. We employed an intra-atomic Hamiltonian that can be written as \(^{2,28}\)

\[
H_{SO} = \lambda \vec{L} \cdot \vec{S},
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) constant that is chosen to be 12 meV.\(^{32,33}\) \( \vec{L} \) and \( \vec{S} \) are angular momentum and spin operators, respectively. Intra-atomic spin-orbit coupling between \( p_{x,y,z} \) and \( s \) orbitals is given by

\[
H_{SO} = \frac{\lambda}{2} \begin{pmatrix}
0 & -i & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
i & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & -i \\
0 & 0 & 0 & -1 & i & 0 \\
0 & 0 & -1 & 0 & i & 0 \\
0 & i & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

(4)

Fig. 1(b) shows intra-atomic spin orbit interaction occurs only within an atom and it is transferred to neighboring atoms through hopping between sigma bonds. Although \( s \) orbital does not contribute to spin-orbit matrix, but it affects spin transport through bonding. The effective SOC constant is inversely proportional to \( sp \sigma \) hopping parameter in second order.\(^{9}\)

Substrate surface is an statistical phenomena which can be modeled by a Gaussian auto-correlation function (ACF)\(^{28}\)

\[
R(x,y) = \delta h^2 \exp \left(-\frac{x^2}{L_x^2} - \frac{y^2}{L_y^2}\right).
\]

(5)

\( L_x \) and \( L_y \) are the roughness correlation lengths along the \( x \) and \( y \)-directions, respectively. The transport direction is assumed to be along the \( x \)-axis and the transverse direction is along the \( y \)-axis. \( \delta h \) is the root mean square of the height fluctuation. For generating roughness in spatial domain, a random phase should be added to the power spectrum of the auto-correlation function followed by an inverse Fourier transform.\(^{34}\) Many samples are generated for the given geometrical and roughness parameters, then characteristics of each device is analyzed followed by an ensemble average.\(^{35}\)

| TABLE I. The on-site potentials and hopping parameters of graphene. All values are in the unit of eV. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| \( \epsilon_x \) | \( \epsilon_p \) | \( ssp \sigma \) | \( sp \sigma \) | \( pp \sigma \) | \( pp \pi \) |
| –7.3            | 0               | –4.30           | +4.98           | +6.38           | –2.66           |

The amplitude of the surface roughness depends on the underlying substrate material and the polishing method (see Table II). Surface roughness alters the positions and directions of atomic orbitals of graphene. The hopping parameters have been modulated using Harrison’s model \( t_{ij} \propto 1/d^2 \) (Ref. 36) and the effect of orbital direction variation on the hopping parameters has been included by Slater-Koster model.\(^{37}\)

The non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) is used to study spin transport in corrugated armchair graphene nanoribbons (AGNRs). The Green’s function of the channel is given by

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
G_{\uparrow\uparrow}^{r,s}(\epsilon) \\
G_{\downarrow\downarrow}^{r,s}(\epsilon)
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
(\epsilon + i\eta)I - \left( \begin{array}{cc}
H_{\uparrow\uparrow} & H_{\uparrow\downarrow} \\
H_{\downarrow\uparrow} & H_{\downarrow\downarrow}
\end{array} \right)
\end{pmatrix}^{-1}.
\]

(6)

where \( \eta \) is an infinitesimal quantity and \( \Sigma_{R/L,\sigma} \) is the self energy of the left or right contact for electrons with up or down spin (\( \sigma = \uparrow, \downarrow \)) that is given by

\[
\Sigma_{R/L,\sigma} = \gamma_{\sigma} g_{s,\sigma}(\epsilon) \tau_{2,\sigma}.
\]

(7)

\( g_s \) is the surface Green’s function of semi-infinite left and right electrodes which can be obtained from highly convergent Sancho method.\(^{38}\) The transmission probability can be obtained by.\(^{39}\)

| TABLE II. Surface roughness parameters of some common substrate materials for graphene.\(^{25–27,51–58}\) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| SiC             | SiO\(_2\)        | BN              | Mica            | Al\(_2\)O\(_3\)  |
| \( \delta h \)  | 10–27 pm        | 168–360 pm      | 30–75 pm        | 24 pm           | 330 pm          |
| \( L_x = L_y \)| …               | 15–32 nm        | …               | 2 nm            | …               |

FIG. 1. (a) The illustration of spin transport in a corrugated graphene nanoribbon. (b) Spin transitions due to spin-orbit interaction in \( p_{x,y,z} \) orbitals.
\[ T_{\parallel} = \text{Trace}[\Gamma_L G'_1 G'_2 \Gamma_R G''_1], \quad (8a) \]
\[ T_{\perp} = \text{Trace}[\Gamma_L G'_1 G'_2 \Gamma_R G''_1], \quad (8b) \]

where \( T_{\parallel} \) denotes the transmission probability of carriers with up-spin in the left contact to up-spin in the right-contact and \( T_{\perp} \) refers to the transmission probability of carriers with up-spin in the left-contact to down-spin in the right-contact as shown in Fig. 1(a). \( T_{\parallel} \) is an indication of spin-flip along the channel due to spin-orbit interaction. Corrugation and spin-orbit interaction are neglected in the contacts. \( \Gamma_{x,\sigma} \) is the broadening of the left and right-contacts for up- and down-spins, which is defined as

\[ \Gamma_{x,\sigma} = i(\Sigma_{x,\sigma}(\epsilon) - \Sigma_{x,\sigma}^{-1}(\epsilon)). \quad (9) \]

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

\( T_{\parallel} \) and \( T_{\perp} \) for an AGNR are plotted as a function of energy at various roughness amplitudes in Fig. 2. To understand the behavior of transmission probabilities, one should note that surface roughness causes two scattering processes: (I) spin flipping due to enhanced spin-orbit interaction (spin-flip) and (II) scattering due to random variation of hopping parameters. Therefore, both of these mechanisms result in a descending behavior of \( T_{\parallel} \) with roughness amplitude. The behavior of \( T_{\perp} \) is more complicated: at small roughness values the latter dominates that enhances spin-flip rate which in turn increases \( T_{\perp} \), while at larger roughness values the former dominates which results in the reduction of \( T_{\perp} \). To focus on spin-flipping process spin-polarization can be defined as

\[ P = \frac{T_{\parallel} - T_{\perp}}{T_{\parallel} + T_{\perp}}, \quad (10) \]

which is a measure of spin-polarization of carriers through the channel, while \( 1 - \langle P \rangle = 2T_{\parallel}/(T_{\parallel} + T_{\perp}) \) is a measure of spin-flip. As shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), \( P \) decreases as roughness amplitude increases. Furthermore, it is clear that the channel width does not have salient effect on the polarization indicating that spin-flip rate enhances as a consequence of surface roughness increase.\(^{2,4,1,42}\) The local curvature induced by surface roughness mixes \( \pi \) and \( \sigma \) bonding which enhances spin-flip rate. Thus, the mechanism of spin relaxation of surface roughness is of Elliott-Yafet type.

Correlation length has a different effect on the transmission probability, see Fig. 3. Apparently, \( T_{\parallel} \) increases with correlation length, because a longer correlation length leads to a smoother substrate surface which results in the reduction of scattering and spin-flip rate. Therefore, both \( T_{\parallel} \) and polarization increase with correlation length.

Spin flipping occurs during carrier transport through the channel. The effects of the channel length on the spin transmission are investigated in Fig. 4. \( T_{\parallel} \) decreases as the channel length increases due to increased scattering and spin-flipping rates, while \( T_{\perp} \) shows a more complicated behavior. For short channel lengths transport is nearly ballistic and \( T_{\parallel} \) increases with the channel length due to spin-flip increase. In channels longer than the mean free path scattering dominates and consequently \( T_{\perp} \) decreases as the channel length increases (Fig. 4(b)). The polarization versus energy at various channel lengths is shown in Fig. 4. To quantify the effect of surface roughness on the spin-polarization, one can define spin diffusion length \( (\lambda_4) \) as \( P(\epsilon) = P_0 \exp(\frac{-L}{\lambda_s(\epsilon)}) \). To extract spin diffusion length, the polarization as a function of channel length is plotted (Fig. 4(c)) and an exponential curve is fitted and the respective \( \lambda_s \) is evaluated. The extracted spin diffusion length for various surface roughness amplitudes and assumed values of the correlation lengths is presented in Table III.

For a surface roughness amplitude of 200 pm, which is a typical value for graphene on SiO\(_2\) substrate, the spin diffusion length is approximately 2.24 \( \mu m \) which is in agreement with experimental values that are reported to be in the range of 1–3 \( \mu m \) at room temperature.\(^{5,6,4,44\text{--47}}\) The corresponding spin relaxation time can be obtained from \( \tau_s = \lambda^2 / D_s \). Assuming a spin diffusion coefficient of \( D_s = 10^{-2} m^2/s \), the spin relaxation time will be approximately 500 ps.

For graphene on a boron-nitride substrate with a roughness amplitude of 50 pm, the calculated spin-diffusion length

![FIG. 2. The ensemble average of (a) \( T_{\parallel} \), (b) \( T_{\perp} \), and (c) \( 1 - P \) as a function of energy at various substrate surface roughness amplitudes in AGNR with \( \delta h = 15 \), \( L = 40 \text{ nm} \), and \( L_x, L_y = 10 \text{ nm} \) and (d) \( P \) versus substrate surface roughness amplitude at 0.5 eV with different channel widths. The ribbon index \( \delta h \) denotes the number of dimmer lines across the ribbon width and \( L \) is the channel length.](image1.png)

![FIG. 3. (a) \( T_{\parallel} \) and (b) polarization as a functions of energy at various roughness correlation lengths for AGNR with \( \delta h = 15 \), \( L = 40 \text{ nm} \) and \( \delta h = 100 \text{ pm} \).](image2.png)
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is 12 μm, which is also in good agreement with experiments that is approximately 10 μm.15,48 In addition, the spin diffusion length for graphene on SiC substrate with a roughness amplitude of 10 pm is calculated to be 340 μm, which is in good agreement with the experimental value of 285 μm.7 The small discrepancy between theory and experiments is due to the absence of other spin-relaxation sources in our model. Surface roughens is the dominant spin-relaxation mechanism at large values of roughness amplitude, while at smaller roughness amplitudes other sources should be accounted for.

Experiments prove a weak dependence of spin-diffusion length on temperature66 implying that charged impurity scattering is not the primary source of spin relaxation49,50 and the main spin scattering mechanism in graphene is Elliot-Yafet type. This proves our results that surface roughness is the main source of spin relaxation in graphene.

### TABLE III. Spin diffusion length for various values of \( \delta h \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \delta h )</th>
<th>10 pm</th>
<th>25 pm</th>
<th>50 pm</th>
<th>75 pm</th>
<th>100 pm</th>
<th>150 pm</th>
<th>200 pm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( L_x = L_y )</td>
<td>1 nm</td>
<td>2 nm</td>
<td>5 nm</td>
<td>7 nm</td>
<td>10 nm</td>
<td>15 nm</td>
<td>20 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>338 μm</td>
<td>55 μm</td>
<td>12 μm</td>
<td>4.7 μm</td>
<td>3.47 μm</td>
<td>3.27 μm</td>
<td>2.24 μm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. CONCLUSIONS

The effects of surface roughness on spin transport in AGNR are investigated, employing the NEGF along with a multi-orbital atomistic tight-binding bandstructure model. It is shown that surface roughness amplitude has a significant influence on spin-polarization. By increasing the roughness amplitude, the spin-polarization decreases due to increased spin-flip rate that is induced by the enhancement of coupling of \( \sigma \) and \( \pi \) orbitals with surface roughness. However, the increase of the correlation length leads to the conservation of spin-polarization over longer channel lengths. Our predicted values of spin-diffusion lengths are close to experimental values. Our finding indicates the importance of including surface roughness for understanding the relatively small spin-relaxation time observed in graphene on substrates.
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